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Webinar logistics

• Duration is 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM Eastern
• Webinar – recorded and archived.  For quality of 

recording, phone will be muted during presentation
• If listening on the phone, please mute your computer
• To maximize the presentation on your screen click the 

4 arrows in the top right of the presentation
• At the end there will be time for Q&A



Today’s Presenters

Amanda Daisey
Refuge Manager

Potomac River National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) Complex
Naomi Fireman

Public Lands Transportation Fellow (PLTF)
Potomac River National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) Complex



Goal of this Webinar

To document and archive the work completed by the PLTF 
at the Potomac River NWR Complex from 2019-2020, 
including her lessons learned and tips and tricks for 
applying these to other USFWS units.



Audience for this Webinar

• Today:
– Educate unit, regional, and headquarters staff for public lands 

agencies on what a Fellow in the program can accomplish.

• Future: 
– Intended as a training for future classes of PLTF and will be 

used at orientation.



Agenda

1. Introduction by Refuge 
Manager

2. Presenter Profile
3. Foundational Documents
4. Project List
5. Projects & Lessons Learned
6. General Suggestions
7. Acknowledgements
8. Q & A



Source: Bill Wallen

Potomac River National Wildlife Refuge Complex



Source: Randy Streufert

Source: Les Vilchek

Source: Randy Streufert

Source: PRNWRC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Points to cover:Location of refuge, why it was establishedUWR status (within 25 miles of a population well over 250,000)DC metro areaImportant resource management and conservation activities





+

Source: M & J Engineering

Source: ArmyArchiveHDL

Source: PRNWRC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Talk about original transportation circumstances:OB was army base before NWRHad a very small staff for a while, couldn’t focus on access or connectivity as much as they wanted(picture of flooding at OB to show that your time was occupied with more urgent matters)Lots of projects jump started recently (multi-purpose building and PHNST)Will cause increase in visitationOpportunities to connect in to transportation projects2) Talk about participating in Urban Connections Study and getting a PLTF to complete the projects3) Talk about the gaps/needs you hoped the fellow would fill/address when you found out you were getting one



3 Refuges Become 1: Connectivity and Accessibility at 
the Potomac River National Wildlife Refuge Complex

Presented by: Naomi Fireman, 2019-2020 PLTF

Source: Bill Wallen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself, thank people for listening in, explain what you’re going to talk about



Presenter Profile

Name: Naomi Fireman
Start Date: July 8th, 2019
Place of Birth: Chicago, IL
Educational Background: B.A. 
in Biology and Environmental 
Studies with concentration in 
Urban Sustainability
Academic Focus: Sustainable 
urban planning, climate change 
mitigation, ecology
Fun Fact: Conducted honors 
thesis on hybrid hazelnuts as a 
sustainable food crop for the 
Midwest



Refuge Access Plan

Source: USFWS Urban Transportation Connections Study, Occoquan Bay Refuge Access Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I started in July, I was in the research and information gathering phase. Fellows should spend at least 1-2 months reviewing refuge documents (CCP, p-drive docs, other plans), exploring the area, getting to know their coworkers, and becoming familiar with their county’s/city’s planning documents. I was lucky enough to have a refuge access plan to work from which supplied me with ideas for partnership opportunities and transportation projects that would improve access to Occoquan Bay.



Source: USFWS Urban Transportation Connections Study, Occoquan Bay Refuge Access Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RAP also provided an analysis of local demographics which was a helpful start to understanding access need in the area. They chose 5 socioeconomic indictors that, when aggregated, could identify underrepresented communities in need of better refuge access. One of my projects ended up being updating these maps with more current data (this data comes from ACS 2010-2014) and doing a Needs Index analysis for all three refuges. I will explain this more in depth later.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another helpful document that guided my projects, especially at OB, was Prince William County’s North Woodbridge Small Area Plan. The plan lays out a long-range vision for North Woodbridge and addresses themes like land use, mobility, green infrastructure, cultural resources, and economic development. A long public participation process was conducted and they expect this document to guide projects in this area for at least the next 10 years. Many cities and counties have similar long range planning documents that fellows should look into off the bat.



Source: North Woodbridge Small Area Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plan outlines existing infrastructure – here you can see 2 examples: the existing bicycle network on the left and the existing transit network on the right.



Source: North Woodbridge Small Area Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then it goes into planned infrastructure. These are future plans for the same transects. There are a lot of great maps in the plan and, along with exploring the area myself, they helped me understand OB’s local context (zoning, transportation context, etc.) and the hopes and dreams of PWC residents for what the area will look like in the future.



Projects
Source: Logan Sauer

• Bike rack replacement
• Occoquan Bay entrance vision
• Urban Wildlife Refuge DecoMark 

coordination
• Occoquan Bay sign plan for Potomac 

Heritage National Scenic Trail 
(PHNST) and Wildlife Drive

• Eco-Counters for PHNST
• Postcards for public outreach
• Transportation outreach plan
• Research into highway signage and 

pedestrian improvements
• Transit hub research and 

stakeholder outreach
• Needs index assessment

• E-tricycle fleet research and planning
• Greater Prince William Trail Coalition 

coordination
• Help with interpretive elements SOW
• Mason Neck Trail extension (FLAP)
• Regional Office projects:

– Official northern terminus for the Bay 
Circuit Trail (report)

– Wertheim National Wildlife Refuge water 
trail improvements

• Other miscellaneous projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of all the projects I worked on this year, I know it’s a lot and you don’t need to read all of them because I will go over them in detail soon. This was a great year for Potomac River to bring on a fellow because many of the projects were contingent on or supported by construction projects that were already up and running (as Amanda explained earlier). For many of these I created a solid foundation and plan for the refuge staff to work from as the multi-purpose building and PHNST get completed.In addition, the Virginia FLAP cycle opens July 1st of this year and I was able to get Fairfax county set up with a great trail project application right on time.For the rest of the presentation I will explain some of these projects in detail and present lessons future fellows can take away from my experiences.



Projects (in depth) + Lessons Learned

Source: Chuck Henschel



Bike Rack Replacement

Source: Chuck Henschel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I planned 2 phases of bike rack replacements for the refuge. Some sites were ready for bike racks immediately and some sites were not ready as they depended on other projects. Right before COVID-19 hit we were able to install the first rack on Great Marsh Trail and take out the old one at Woodmarsh.*Lessons:Learned how to mix cement, dig a hole with a post hole digger, and even drive a loader truck! – just kidding I didn’t drive the truck. But, it was a great day out in the field with Chuck and the volunteersA bike rack especially in this bright color that contrasts nicely with the greens and browns, can really spruce up a trail head. Not to mention people more people can lock their bikes safely to this rack and it shows off our blue goose logo!



Indicators:
• Number of limited English-

speaking households
• Percent non-white 

population
• Median Household Income
• Number of school-age 

children (5-17 yrs old)
• Percent zero-car 

households

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though demographics maps are provided in refuge access plans, I recommend every fellow take the time to explore census data from the neighborhoods surrounding their refuges. There is a big difference between looking at static maps that somebody else made and really digging into the data yourself to explore patterns and spatial relationships. The first maps I made looked nothing like this one, but I came back to them time and time again over the course of the year and figured out how to display them in the most user-friendly way possible. (Good practice with GIS, too!)Why this map is useful:Use it as a guide when making decisions involving limited resourcesReinforces the fact that Occoquan Bay and Featherstone have high need communities right nearby (esp. useful when Featherstone opens officially and can focus outreach)These high need communities are likely to be underserved. Define “underserved”  individuals or populations who have historically and traditionally not accessed federal lands.Can be used in conjunction with Transportation Outreach Plan to identify preferred locations for outreach projectsI chose these indicators based on my RAP, however other fellows in the past have chosen their set by having discussions with refuge leadership.Making maps and understanding demographics are important but they are only a small part of getting to know your surrounding communities. They do not replace reaching out to civic associations, attending county meetings, and generally engaging with local community members, visitors, and stakeholders.On this scale, data organized by block group instead of census tract would have been useful to give an even more detailed analysisFellows should figure out whether a census tract or block group analysis would be more useful to them6)   I combined the 5 indicators in a different way than previous fellows, I will not go into it now, but it is written into my final report



Occoquan Bay NWR 
Entrance Vision

• Establish aesthetically 
pleasing and welcoming 
refuge entrance aimed to:

• Help the public 
understand they are 
entering a NWR,

• Reflect refuge values
• Create visitor rest area 

where PHNST crosses refuge 
entrance 

• Incentivize Prince William 
County to improve street 
elements leading to refuge

• Develop inter-community 
connections and 
environmental stewardship

• Ensure entrance continues 
to meet security needs for 
infrastructure protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) One of my big projects was helping refuge staff create a vision for the entrance of OB and beginning to implement it. The visualizations you see here are just a small part of a larger document containing our vision statement, design criteria, and design elements.The process was very give-and-take btw me and Amanda. She came up with the broader concept of improving the entrance and I started to run with that.For a while we bounced ideas off of each other, always keeping in mind the current projects we could tap into. The ideas eventually coalesced into a vision which we shared with the staff and got feedback on.*Lesson: Being in this role really brought out my creative thinking and processes. Before that could happen, though, it was crucial (and fun!) to get to know the staff and refuge dynamics well so that I could understand their wants/needs and begin collaborating with them. We fellows come to the refuge from outside. Of course, we bring great knowledge, ideas, and creativity, but the people who know the refuge best is the staff. That is why the most important thing you can do as a fellow is spend time with your refuge staff, get to know them, explore what their roles are (out in the field and in the office), and understand their ideas for improving the refuge. This will not only help you develop and move projects forward, it will establish a happy and healthy working environment and maybe even make you some new friends.2) On the more technical side, if you’re going to be purchasing items for your refuge like I did for this project (bike fix station, bike racks, fence, etc.), it is really important to take time to go over purchasing procedures w/ your manager or admin staff in the beginning. I learned about SAMS, DUNS numbers, tax exemption forms, contracts, and program purchase requests as I went along and this caused some minor complications that could have been avoided. It would have saved me time to just sit down and watch a webinar or two (if they exist) or gotten a lesson from Stacie. 



Urban Wildlife Refuge DecoMark
Coordination

Refuge State Still interested?
Desert NWR Nevada Yes
Valle De Oro NWR New Mexico Yes
Nisqually NWRC Washington Yes
Hopper Mountain NWRC California No
Bayou Sauvage NWR Louisiana No
Great Swamp NWR New Jersey Yes
ARM Loxahatchee NWR Florida Yes
Eastern Massachusetts NWRC Massachusetts No
Occoquan Bay NWR Virginia Yes

Source: Art Klos

Source: Angelina Yost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project grew out of the previous one after we learned about DecoMarks.As a part of our branding effort, we were hoping to place pavement markings of the UWR and PHNST logos near the refuge entrance or our new multi-purpose building. During my research, I found out about DecoMarks, which are easy-to-install, surface applied, preformed thermoplastic custom logos. Instead of buying just one for our refuge, it seemed like a better idea to purchase multiple, since the price drastically decreased after just 5 purchases of the same logo. With advice from my PLTF monthly call and Amanda, I reached out to the national urban coordinator at HQ and she offered to put my idea in the VS newsletter and invited me to speak on a national call to garner interest. So far, 6 refuges are excited to order these, and more may join in.*Lesson: This is a great example of a project that was not specifically on my Scope of Work, but that developed because of a particular refuge desire and a gap in branding. I had multiple projects like this, including the electric tricycle project that I will talk about later. As a fellow, it is important to stick to your scope of work, but know that it is a LIVE document. Your projects may change and shift and produce other projects. There is a fine balance to strike between being open to new ideas and scope creep. To retain this balance, be sure to keep your scope at the forefront of your mind and stay in regular communication with your mentor and PLTF team.



Occoquan Bay Sign Plan for Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail 
(PHNST) and Wildlife Drive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To prepare the refuge for the new bike/hike infrastructure coming their way in the form of the regional PHNST, I documented their existing signage on all the areas that would be affected and suggested new signage. Clear signage will be most important at the refuge entrances where allowable visitor activities are different, for example, dog walking will be allowed on PHNST but not on the refuge.*Lessons: Document everything you do for your refuge. This gives them something to work off of, even if their needs change in the future.Documentation comes in many forms. Reports and tech memos are great, and sometimes they need to be accompanied by different ways of displaying information. For example, the sign plan here has a lot of spatial information, and it makes the most sense to display it in map form. Other creative methods of displaying info include videos, apps, websites, renderings, etc.When working on any kind of signage for or around a National Wildlife Refuge, definitely consult the USFWS Sign Handbook that came out last year and MUTCD guidelines. I also think bringing one or more people



Electric Tricycle Fleet: Research, Presentation, & Planning

Name
Pedego Electric 

Tricycle
eWheels EW-29

Addmotor Motan Fat 
Tire

RMB EV Libert-e
Shopper Adult 

Trike
PFIFF Grazia-Bosch

Power 250W 500W 750W 350W 500W 400W

Size 20" 26" 24" x 4" Fat Tire 20" 24" 26"

Speed 11-13 mph 15 mph 23 mph 11 mph 11 mph 15.5 mph

Range 25 miles 20 miles 40-55 miles 15 miles 25 miles 27-37 miles

Battery 36V, 11 Ah Li-Ion 12V SLA battery 48V, 12.8 Ah Lithium 36V, 10 Ah Lithium 36V 36V, 11 Ah Li-Ion

 Price  $                 2,995.00  $                 1,499.00  $                     2,999.00  $                    1,999.00  $               2,375.00  $               4,487.00 

Source: https://www.ridetwowheels.com/electric-trikes-adult/

Source: Jaime SullivanSource: Department of Interior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My electric tricycle fleet project was another that was born out of particular situations and opportunities. It started with another idea from Amanda (she’s full of them) and was bolstered by the secretarial order on e-bikes that came out in August last year. I was in the midst of doing research and figuring out what a fleet of e-trikes for staff/interns/volunteers might look like when the fellows traveled to Montana for ADA40’s midyear meeting. ADA40, now named something else, is the TRB’s Committee on Transportation Needs of National Parks and Public Lands. During the meeting, e-bikes and the secretarial order came up frequently and it was decided that it would be a good topic to create a session around during TRB’s annual meeting in 2020. That is how I came to be standing up at that podium presenting on the possibility of using e-bikes/trikes as a mode of transportation for staff on national wildlife refuges.*Lessons:If this project were on a larger scale, a pilot study would be a great way to figure out logistics of the program and how the staff were feeling about this mode of transport. Different kinds of e-bikes/trikes could be tested and report-backs from the staff could inform the larger purchase of a fleet.�Since our refuge is on the small side, we were going to do a trial day where staff could ride around on the refuge and report back.Research & planning on a topic like this is highly transferable to other national wildlife refuges and even other agencies. I shared my work at TRB, but there are other opportunities to write papers and deliver relevant information to units at many different scales. If you are working on a project that could be innovative and useful to other refuges or agencies, it is important to put that information out there in some way for interested folks to access.

https://www.ridetwowheels.com/electric-trikes-adult/


Mason Neck Trail Extension FLAP Source: 
https://www.fairfaxco
unty.gov/themes/boo
tstrap-8.x-3.0-
rc2/bootstrap/css/im
ages/seal.png

Source: Naomi Fireman & Chris Wicker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One project that I’ve been working on since the very beginning is helping Fairfax County apply for FLAP funding for the southern segment of the Mason Neck Trail. Citizens groups, trail advocates, and the county have been working to get this trail completed for over 30 years, but the funding has never come through for the northern or southern segments. This was a huge lesson in the importance of working with partners and stakeholders. I coordinated with USFWS, Fairfax, VDOT, and EFLHD to figure out what kind of project we would pursue and write the application. I also connected with a local biking advocacy group to garner support. Some of the most important parts a fellow can play are coordinator between stakeholders and aid in grant/application writing. Many times these agencies really want to pursue certain projects, but just don’t have the capacity to do all the coordination and writing involved to get funding. If applying for FLAP, definitely get to know the program well and do not be afraid to consult the experts at HQ. I learned so much by asking questions of Nathan the younger and just reading successful applications from the past!We will be applying in the Virginia FLAP cycle beginning on July 1st.Another lesson to come out of this was how important it is to get to know your local transportation network by USING IT. To better understand the state of the MNT and its gaps, signage, and connections, Phil and I biked it in full, stopping to observe and take notes. Looking back, I should have also done this with OmniRide, the local bus service in PWC, to directly experience how long it would take to get to OB on public transit.



Community Outreach & Relationship Building 
Postcards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with attending various civic association meetings, I completed a lot of planning and set up for future community outreach. Carina, our VS specialist, and I thought through ways to engage the communities adjacent to OB and Featherstone, as they are closest in proximity and also show up as high need on the Needs Index. One of our methods was creating a refuge-specific postcard that could be used to handwrite invitations to specific households to visit the refuge or let them know about specific events.You can see the evolution of the postcard here. At one point the fox was replaced with a coyote, but we ended up with a turkey. Very representative of OB. I did not have experience with adobe photoshop before this, but learned over time using online tutorials and relying on my very own brain. Fellows should have confidence in their ability to learn an entirely new skill and stick with it.



Community Outreach & Relationship Building 
Transportation Outreach Plan 

First Priority

Second Priority

Easy Wins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, I developed a plan modeled after the Urban Connections Study outlining a transportation outreach strategy for letting urban audiences know how to access the refuge using existing and future planned infrastructure (bus stop, bike lanes, and regional trail systems, etc.) I included ideas Amanda, Carina, and I came up with and sorted them into first priority, second priority, and easy wins.*Lesson:When creating a plan like this, it is important that the refuge staff are excited about the potential projects and that there is someone to work on implementing the plan. When I’m gone, I know that having this document will help guide Carina and Amanda when it comes to engaging the public around transportation to and from the refuge.



Community Outreach & Relationship Building 

Transit Hub Research Greater Prince William 
Trail Coalition

RO Project: Bay Circuit 
Trail Terminus Report

Rideshare

Bike Share

Bus Route

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other community outreach and relationship building I did for my refuge was with PRTC the local transit agency and the GPWTC. With PRTC we collaborated on the possibility of extending a bus route to or nearer to the refuge that would also benefit adjacent communities. We also talked about different ways to get county buy-in for a bike share in North Woodbridge.For GPWTC, I helped represent PRNWRC at meetings and joined the marketing & comms working group with Carina to help with social media and outreach.For my (virtual) project at the RO, I connected with the Bay Circuit Alliance and Parker River NWR in eastern mass to write a report on the possibility of creating an official terminus for the Bay Circuit Trail at the Parker River visitor center. Even virtually, all of the partners were able to connect and voice their support for this win-win solution.*Lessons:To stay up to date with community partners and funding opportunities, it’s a good idea to subscribe to regional and local news feeds, county and non-profit newsletters, facebook pages of different civic associations and local politicians, the state transportation agency, and other transportation or planning related authorities and commissions.When attending or leading stakeholder meetings, remember to bring your personality and take the initiative to get to know people and ask them about themselves/why they do the work. In addition, ask leaders how you can assist them with projects or initiatives they are working on. You are there to help the refuge and the refuge’s partners!



General Suggestions
• Meet regularly with refuge leadership and integrate with the refuge 

family
• Show up to as many local meetings and events as possible related to 

trails, parks, transportation, planning, etc.
• Show up to community meetings even if they are not necessarily 

related to the above topics
• Take lots of pictures!
• Do not be afraid to follow up
• Build collaborative relationships with your fellow fellows, mentor, and the 

PLTF team
• Participate in conservation-related or other refuge projects
• Take time to explore/research roles in USFWS and other parts of the 

federal government
• Ask for help!



Thank you
Including, but not limited to:

• Amanda Daisey, Carina Velazquez, Chris Wicker, Chuck 
Henschel, Stacie Allison, Gabby Giacomangeli, and Logan Sauer

• Phil Shapiro (mentor), Jaime Sullivan, and WTI staff
• Fellows Vince Ziols and Nate Begay
• Transportation team at HQ and RTC’s, especially Carl Melberg

of legacy region 5 
• Partners at Prince William & Fairfax counties, fellow land 

managers, local advocacy groups
• Folks at Eastern Federal Lands



Resources

• USFWS Acronyms & Glossary 
https://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/CCP_GlossaryAcronyms(1).pdf

• USFWS 2019 Sign Handbook
https://www.fws.gov/policy/USFWSSignHandbook2019.pdf

• USFWS Socioeconomic Indicators Tool
https://headwaterseconomics.org/tools/usfws-indicators/

• North Woodbridge Small Area Plan
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/planning/documents/NorthWoodbridgeSAP
/NorthWoodbridgeSAP_DRAFT.pdf

• How to Write a Tech Memo
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/ce431/Handouts/Writing%20Expect
ations%20&%20Rubric%20Handout.pdf

https://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/CCP_GlossaryAcronyms(1).pdf
https://www.fws.gov/policy/USFWSSignHandbook2019.pdf
https://headwaterseconomics.org/tools/usfws-indicators/
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/planning/documents/NorthWoodbridgeSAP/NorthWoodbridgeSAP_DRAFT.pdf
https://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/ce431/Handouts/Writing%20Expectations%20&%20Rubric%20Handout.pdf


Directing your Questions via the Chat Pod



Contact Information

If you have any questions related to this presentation, 
please contact:

Amanda Daisey at amanda_daisey@fws.gov
or

Naomi Fireman at naomi_fireman@fws.gov

Or contact the PLTF Program Manager at:
(774) 571-3505 or jaime.sullivan2@montana.edu

https://westerntransportationinstitute.org/professional-
development/public-lands-transportation-fellows/

mailto:jaime.sullivan2@montana.edu
https://westerntransportationinstitute.org/professional-development/public-lands-transportation-fellows/
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